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Lecture 19

Glucose Metabolism, Redox and Water …







While it is easy to predict the direction that a spontaneous reaction will go, it is not so 
easy to predict the "likelihood" or rate of the reaction. 

For a reaction to proceed, an energy barrier often must be overcome......





Types of enzymes (Biological catalysts)



How do these biological catalysts work…?











Metabolism can be divided into two types of “collective” enzymatic activities: 
anabolic and catabolic reactions. 
 
Anabolic reactions are those that link simple molecules together to make complex 
ones. These are energy-storing reactions......(e.g.condensation reactions?) 

Anabolic reactions, which make single products from many smaller units; such 
reactions "consume" the useable energy. 

Catabolic reactions may reduce an organized substance, such as a glucose 
molecule, into smaller more randomly distributed substances, such as carbon dioxide 
and water; such reactions generally "release" useable energy. 

🤔 
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ATP + H2O ----> ADP + Pi + free energy.









ATP + H2O ---->  ADP + Pi + free energy

The change in standard free energy (    G  ’) ~ 7.3 kcal/mol at a living cell’s typical 
temperature and pH. 

The equilibrium for this reaction is far to the right of the equation shown above, greatly 
favouring the production of ADP;  

So much so that there are approximately 1 x 107 ADP molecules to each remaining ATP. 

Making ATP from ADP (anabolic reaction) involves overcoming repulsive negative charges 
on the phosphates to be joined, the very same forces that provide the “free energy” 
released when ATP is broken apart to form ADP. 
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- 686 kcal/mol.

- 686 kcal/mol 

Respiration



- 686 kcal/mol 

- 7.3 kcal/mol 

 1 mole of Glucose   —>  ~94  ATP’s worth of energy

1 mole of Glucose   —>



Some kinds of cells metabolize glucose incompletely, and 
others do a much more efficient job and metabolize it 

completely.

- 686 kcal/mol 

?











REDOX REACTIONS
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REDOX REACTIONS



….which involve that rather important element "hydrogen" and the transfer of energy of 
reactions from one form to another. 

Simply put:  

    A GAIN of one or more electrons or hydrogen atom(s) is called reduction. 

The LOSS of one or more electrons or hydrogen atom(s) is called oxidation. 

Whenever one material is reduced, another is oxidized.

REDOX REACTIONS



REDOX REACTIONS

If a carbon compound gains a bond with hydrogen, the compound is reduced. 

If a carbon compound loses a bond with hydrogen, the compound is oxidized. 

Reaction 1 of the above diagram is oxidation because the changed carbon loses a 
bond with hydrogen.  

Reaction 2 is also oxidation because the central carbon in the reactant loses a 
hydrogen bond (even though the compound as a whole still has the same amount 
of hydrogens).



As a result of all this….. 

An OXIDIZING agent ACCEPTS an electron OR hydrogen atom (a proton + electron). 

 A  REDUCING agent DONATES an electron OR hydrogen atom (a proton + electron). 

Indeed the ultimate RED OX reaction (in the biological world) is the formation  of... WATER 

If you mix Hydrogen gas and Oxygen together in a sealed glass beaker… nothing happens, 
but if you add just a little bit of heat (activation energy)… 

and you get small droplets of Water forming on the cold glass beaker 

  
                                             H2 +  1/2 O2  --->   H2O 
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REDOX REACTIONS

So, if this reaction were allowed to occur in one step… cells would



Moreover, cells do not have any Hydrogen molecules hanging around (or else they/
we would all float  away… ).  

Even so, cells are able to harness the energy of sugar metabolism to create an 
almost equivalent reaction…. to produce (of all molecules)…  WATER!

C6H12O6 + 6 O2 ---> 6 CO2 + 6 H2O + energy (heat and light)

- 686 kcal/mol.

So, are there any molecules in the cell that are almost as explosive as Hydrogen  
when they donate their electrons…

Cells don’t just explode 

Moreover, cells do not have any Hydrogen molecules hanging around (or else they/
we would all float  away… ).  

Even so, cells are able to harness the energy of sugar metabolism to create an 
almost equivalent reaction… to produce (of all molecules)…                  

 A major component of this energy is through REDOX reactions, as well as ATP



Molecule A

Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD+)



Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD+)



NAD+ + 2e- + H+ ---->  NADH







NAD+ + 2e- + H+ ---->  NADH







The reduced form (NADH + H+) can be converted back into  
the oxidized form in the presence of oxygen: 
  
NADH + H+ + 1/2 O2---->  NAD+ +  H2O



The reduced form (NADH + H+) can be converted back into  
the oxidized form in the presence of oxygen: 
  
NADH + H+ + 1/2 O2  ——>  NAD+ +  H2O



The ∆Go' of this oxidation reaction is -52.4 kcal/mol.  
(For comparisons sake, remember that the ∆Go' of the ATP to ADP reaction  
is ~7.3 kcal/mol) 

  
Think of NADH + H+, therefore, as a pre-packaged form of an available “Hydrogen 
carrier”, and is, therefore, a "potential" energy source that can eventually be turned 
into ATP and used to do work!!!

NADH + H+ + 1/2 O2   ——>  NAD+ +  H2O



Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD)



Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD+)



Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide (FAD)



FAD +  H2 ---->  FADH2

FADH2 + 1/2 O2----> FAD +  H2O



But what about the actual metabolism of Glucose: 

It generally occurs in THREE stages 

STAGE 1, Glycolysis: From Glucose to Pyruvate 





To get energy OUT of this overall reaction, energy first must be invested in the 
process. 

In separate reactions, 2 ATP molecules are used to make chemical modifications  
to the glucose molecule. 

Phosphates from each ATP 
are added to the carbon 6 
and carbon 1 skeleton of 
the glucose molecule. 

Note the change in “Gibbs Free energy” 
as phosphates are added to the 
glucose Carbon skeleton… it gets more 
-ve, as energy is “invested into the 
system
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In the ABSENCE of 
Oxygen  

the reduced form of  
NAD+ (NADH + H+) 

builds up and 
becomes a cellular 

toxin... 



In the ABSENCE of oxygen the reduced form of NAD+ (NADH + H+) builds up and 
becomes a cellular toxin... 

It, therefore, needs to be RECYCLED...

Anaerobic Conditions



Anaerobic Conditions



In the presence of oxygen, however, the reduced form of NAD+ (NADH + H+) can be 
converted back into the oxidized form…  

                                          NADH + H+ + 1/2 O2 ---->  NAD+ +  H2O 

  
…and just like the normal reaction this is an ENERGY yielding reaction... with almost  
the same energy yield. 
  

              H2 + 1/2 O2  ---->    H2O

Aerobic Conditions







- 686 kcal/mol.

more than 1/3



- 686 kcal/mol 

- 7.3 kcal/mol 

 1 molecule of Glucose   —>  ~94  ATP’s worth of energy

 1 molecule of Glucose   —>







Acetyl CoA
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Acetyl CoA




